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blodey blodey, the the central
character of the game is a cop,
(you might've figured that out
by the fact that the game is
called "crime patrol") on a

quest to catch the drug
kingpin. things don't go right
immediately though, as the

drug lord has a friend that tries
to thwart the cop and his team.
soon after the kingpin's friend
is caught, it is time to bring

him down, and that's where the
game begins. as in crime
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patrol, the player battles
criminals and other villains in

several widely varying
environments. in the original

game, however, the main
character advances from the
rookie level to the delta force
level, while in drug wars, he

does not get promoted at any
point, simply moving on from
one location to another with

few complex aims. beginning in
sierra county, new mexico, the
agent continues to fight crime
in chicago, the united states-

mexico border and, finally, the
baron's residence in south
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america. in each of these
locations, the player can

choose from three different
assignments; when all three

are complete, he moves on to
the next location. the game is

finished successfully by
reaching and neutralizing the

drug lord. the player character
is employed in the police force

and works his way up from
rookie to delta force, achieved

through systematically
neutralizing threats which

appear in various
environments and scenarios.

as a rookie, the player
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character teams up with a
somewhat boisterous

policewoman, taking on
shoplifters, armed robbers and
gang members. after getting
promoted to undercover, the

player character gets a slightly
overweight male partner and
confronts drug smugglers and

crime lords in a nightclub,
impound lot and airport. next,

in swat, bank robbers and
terrorists become the enemies.

finally, in delta force, the
player must stand up to

criminals who are a serious
threat to national security,
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such as a hijacked shipment of
nuclear material, hijacked
planes, and assassination
attempts. each part of the
game is made up of three

separate scenarios, with one
final mission involving a plot to
steal plutonium that is filmed

partly in nightvision.
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